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ABSTRACT

According to the Autodesk website, Autodesk Maya software is a
powerful, integrated 3D modeling, animation, visual effects, and rendering
solution. While this statement is true in every sense, one quality that this
software and its competitors lack is in the area of resource management.
Though not as critical to the other tasks in the production line, resource
management is a crucial component of successful rendering. Until recently,
Digital Production Arts students have been left to their own means to manage the
rendering process; however, with the use of Sun Grid Engine, rendering tasks
can be simplified to a single-command process, allowing students to concentrate
longer on other elements of production.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In the world of high performance computing (HPC), the advancement of
technology continues at blazing speed. Whereas only a few years ago,
advancements were achieved in central processing unit (CPU) speeds, today's
advancements center on throughput, productivity, and environmentally friendly
computing. In order to achieve these new breakthroughs, computer
manufacturers concentrate on creating multi-core, 64-bit CPU architectures that
use low power, while modern operating systems (OS) concentrate on optimizing
CPU scheduling and a greatly enlarged memory footprint.
Current computing hardware and OS engineering make up only part of the
HPC picture. Although computer engineering is making great strides, end-user
software and other tools have yet to keep pace. Fortunately with 3D production
software, such as Maya and 3D Studio Max, multi-core and 64-bit awareness
were considered in the software design and represent just two of the many
opportunities for software to take advantage of the underlying hardware system.
Even with software advancements, the biggest deficiency in terms of optimization
and throughput is found in resource management. In most businesses, schools,
and other organizations that rely on computing infrastructure, most CPU cycles
are wasted and vanish in the form of heat and other related infrastructure costs,
such as power, cooling, and maintenance. Emerging technologies, such as

computer resource virtualization and CPU throttling, help to offset these costs,
but are not well-suited for rendering environments with long periods of high
demand on CPU and memory. Many tools for resource management exist in
other disciplines of HPC that can be deployed to aid in streamlining the rendering
process, freeing valuable time for artists to devote to other aspects of digital
production.
In such cases where traditional HPC tools can be used for resource
management, the ideal approach is to make them as transparent and as simple
as possible to end users. Many software packages accomplish this goal and
have the maturity and stability to stay out of the way of production activities. A
few of the most commonly known and freely available of these packages are the
Condor High-Throughput Computing System (also known as Condor Cycle
Scavenger, which is freely available and primarily maintained by the Condor
team at the University of Wisconsin-Madison)[

Condor]

, the Globus Toolkit

[Globus]

(developed and provided by the Globus Alliance)
[Quartz]

and maintained by OpenSymphony)

, and Quartz (developed

. Normally, such software provides two

main functions: job scheduling and resource management. Job scheduling
includes tasks such as user, group, and priority configuration, and usually any
task that interfaces with users. Resource management includes duties such as
queue, execution node, and job configuration and generally any function that
manages computer resources.
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If end-user transparency is the goal, then a good deal of up-front
investment in terms of time by the system administrator is required in order for
the system to handle rendering tasks with minimal human interaction. Some of
this investment is obvious, such as determining who warrants an account or what
type of hardware is available, but other parts may require more consideration,
such as specifying what job or users get priority and when. If an administrator
has proper summary knowledge of the rendering software being considered and
the end-user usage requirements, these choices may be used to help determine
which software package would be suited for the rendering environment. Another
benefit of this choice is that the end-user would be free to concentrate on activity
relevant to the rendering tasks.
Sun Grid Engine is an HPC solution that wraps both resource
management and job scheduling into a single package. In theory, having this
quality should mean that system administrators have a single package to
maintain, making deployment quicker and easier. With proper thought and
consideration, Sun Grid Engine can be used to facilitate a rendering environment
where an entire scene or movie can be rendered with a single command. The
method presented here will describe how SGE will save time and effort for endusers and administrators alike.
Chapter Two provides a brief background on SGE and why this
background makes it a viable option for the goal of single-command rendering.
Chapter Three covers guidelines specifically for rendering in the Grid Engine
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environment, which will aid in giving an administrator's perspective on
characteristics to keep in mind for end-users, which should translate to most 3D
production software. Chapter Four presents the creative aspect of this project,
including the background, influences, and SGE rendering of the short film “The
Watcher.” Lastly, Chapter Five provides conclusions drawn when considering
SGE for use in a real-world rendering environment.
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Chapter 2
Considerations for Non-Interactive Rendering Environments

2.1 Bringing Sun Grid Engine to the Table
Rendering methods in the DPA labs, up to this point, have been left to the
discretion of students. Even though many tools are available to streamline this
important part of the animation process, the Maya renderer is the most
commonly used program. While often used for interactive rendering, it can also
be used for non-interactive rendering; however, its primary shortcoming is that it
does not handle the task of resource management. This task is instead placed
on the end-user.
Automated resource management within a software package is a key
factor to increase user’s productivity. Other programs that act as a front-end to
Maya, such as Harpoon

[Harpoon]

[Chromium]

, Chromium

, or a resource scheduler like

CONDOR can also be used in setting up non-interactive rendering environments.
Determining which package is best for a particular environment is purely a
subjective decision and the amount of effort required to enable the environment
will depend on the package.
Why Sun Grid Engine (SGE)? Like the programs mentioned above, SGE
is an open-source software package that is freely available. Unlike those
packages, however, a commercial version has also been developed that ensures
all of the latest technologies and methods are integrated into both. Sun
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Microsystems offers commercial support for SGE, in addition to the open-source
community. These groups work in conjunction to maintain a site with the latest
updates, FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions), and other relevant information. In
short, few other software packages can match the number of man-hours invested
in its development or the number of avenues for support as SGE. Also, once
SGE is deployed, it can support any number of other High Performance
Computing (HPC) applications.

2.2 Sun Grid Engine Background
SGE was first released as CODINE (COmputing in DIstributed Networked
Environments), a job scheduler, and GRD (Global Resource Director), a resource
manager. It became a product of Sun Microsystems when it purchased Gridware
Incorporated in 2000. In 2001, after CODINE and GRD were re-badged as Grid
Engine, its development became split into two branches: a commercial version
called N1 Grid Engine, sold as a part of Sun's HPC software suite, and an opensource version called Sun Grid Engine. Though support is commercially
available for both, the open-source version is headquartered separately at Sun’s
open source software site. The re-badging of the job-scheduling and resourcemanagement functions into the SGE product eases deployment and makes it a
viable alternative when considering solutions for single-command rendering.
Sun Grid Engine works on the client-server computing model, a distributed
application architecture that partitions tasks or workloads between service
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providers (servers) and service requesters (clients). SGE is flexible enough for a
number of computing environments and most relevant activities, including
resource allocation, job spooling, and accounting, can be allocated to one
physical box in a non-redundant configuration, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2-1. Single-Server Sun Grid Engine Configuration.
If a redundant configuration is desired or production-quality availability is
required, then at least three machines must be allocated in this setup: the SGE
master, the shadow master, and the database server, as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2-2. Redundant-Server Sun Grid Engine Configuration.

The SGE master matches user jobs with hardware resources, spools jobs to the
database server and the execution hosts, monitors job status, and keeps track of
CPU accounting statistics, if enabled. The shadow master monitors the SGE
master and takes its place in the event of a failure. The database server keeps
track of job IDs, active jobs, resources for each job, and what and where
resources are available.

2.3 System Administrator Considerations
The rest of this chapter describes considerations that the system
administrator may find useful in order to streamline SGE setup. Though most
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end-users may not find the information particularly useful to accomplish
rendering in this environment, they will find the information complementary to
their needs. In the event that errors arise, familiarity with this information can
help minimize downtime and inconvenience. Chapter Three contains information
end-users must know to use grid engine.

2.3.1 User Services Considerations
The final chosen configuration of the SGE servers depends only slightly
on whether or not the final rendering environment is truly non-interactive;
however, that slight factor can have a major impact on the robustness of the
overall SGE service. While this consideration may be more relevant in the case
of a server failure, users should be aware of the configuration so that they can
plan accordingly for their rendering tasks.
The other major decision in terms of hardware allocation is whether to
subdivide the execution hosts into a single simple cluster or a cluster with many
cells. In SGE terminology, a cell is defined as an execution queue (group of
hosts) that is a subset of the available machines within the entire cluster.
Reasons for deploying cells may include requirements that restrict certain users
to specific machines, CPU architecture or other hardware differences, or installed
operating systems. Cells allow flexibility to segment portions of the cluster for
testing, to group similar machines together to better predict and attain
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performance, and to remove entire groups of hardware from service with little
administrative effort and impact on users.
Another feature of SGE that must be properly planned is file system
layout. The most common method for sharing a disk pool is Sun Microsystems’s
Network File System (NFS), which is a platform-independent method of
accessing central disk storage and is in use in the DPA environment. A central
storage scheme requires each computer in the cluster to have the same view of
storage, and each user to have proper permission to create files in needed
locations. Redundancy can also be included in this part of the configuration with
tools such as HA-NFS (High-Availability NFS)

[HA|NFS]

[HA]

or Heartbeat

. Just as in

the case when an SGE shadow master is deployed, a secondary NFS server
monitors the primary NFS server in the event it fails and seamlessly assumes its
duties with no interruption to storage availability. Depending on the size and
importance of the cluster, adding HA-NFS or a similar type tool may be a
partnership item for the system administrator and users to consider in an effort to
maintain reliability.
In a cluster configuration, the overall performance will be affected by the
weakest link (CPU, bus, memory, or I/O speed); therefore, cells can be
customized to help offset some of the hardware deficiencies. Some other cluster
characteristics to keep in mind along with the storage and interconnect
considerations may include physical machine location, overall machine
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availability, multiple-purpose machines, or other characteristics that may call for
SGE customization.

2.3.2 DPA Execution Hosts Considerations
The hardware infrastructure that comprises the DPA labs and rendering
farm contains various computer architectures. The three operating systems in
use are Sun Microsystems' Solaris 10 8/07, Apple Computer Incorporated's Mac
OS X 10.5.6, and CentOS 5.2, a community-developed variant of Redhat Linux.
CPU architectures on the execution hosts range from IMB's Power processor in
the Apple PowerMacs to AMD's Opteron and Intel's Xeon processors.
Fortunately, these machines are already physically separated by room,
facilitating simple cell configuration. The available machines are listed in Table
2-1 alphabetically along with their quantity, hardware configurations, and
location.

Cell

Configuration Summary

McAdams Location

frog[1-32]
gecko[1-24]
gouraud[1-6]
ivallab[1-4]
koopa[1-8]

Intel Dual-Core 2.66 GHz, 2GB RAM
AMD Dual-Core 2.20 GHz, 2GB RAM
Intel Xeon 3.00 GHz, 2GB RAM
Intel Pentium D 2.80 GHz, 3.5GB RAM
AMD Opteron 250 2.40 GHz, 4GB
RAM
Intel Xeon 2.40 GHz, 2GB RAM
AMD 174 Dual Core 2.2 GHz, 2GB
RAM
Intel Xeon 2.80 GHz, 1GB RAM
AMD Opteron 148 2.2 GHz, 2GB RAM

110A, 110D
110E
110A
220
110C

phong[1-3]
render[1-8]
troopa[1-4]
vector[1-10]

110A
118A
110C
110C, 206

Table 2-1. Digital Production Arts Execution Cells.
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One characteristic that simplifies rendering environment setup is the use
of a centralized authentication mechanism called Network Information System
(NIS). Like SGE, NIS is another client-server protocol which uses a centrallystored password database that client machines can query to authenticate users.
This database can be replicated on slave servers to decrease response times in
environments containing hundreds of users. Once the SGE execution hosts are
properly configured for NIS, users have access to any resource defined by the
SGE master server. The presence of centralized storage via NFS is also
convenient for tasks running on multiple computers. User home directories are
available on each DPA machine under the NFS mount point /home and additional
project storage is available for users under /DPA.

2.3.3 SGE Server Considerations
The SGE server in the DPA configuration resides on a Sun Fire X4100
with a dual processor, dual-core AMD Opteron 2216. For connectivity, this
machine has four gigabit Ethernet ports that can be aggregated into a single fourgigabit connection or configured for simultaneous fail-over. The internal
architecture contains three 8.0 GB/s HyperTransport links per processor and
10.7 GB/s access between each processor and memory. The server also
contains four internal serial-attached SCSI (SAS) slots, each capable of up to
300 MB/s transfer rate. In short, these specifications provide the computational
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power for an excellent server, capable of supporting a large SGE environment
and a large number of simultaneous HPC jobs.

2.4 SGE Environment Verification
The first order of business is determining the location of SGE software.
The install directory is usually designated by the system administrator. Once this
directory is known, SGE commands can be used to display relevant information
about its configuration. The shell environment variables that must be set are
SGE_ROOT and PATH. SGE_ROOT must contain the top directory (or root) of
the SGE installation which, in this environment, is installed under the NFS mount
point /pub/sge on the server and execution hosts. The standard locations for
binaries are under $SGE_ROOT/bin/<arch>, where <arch> is a supported
architecture. Current DPA SGE architectures are listed in Table 2-2, though not
all of these architectures are valid for Maya.

Architecture
SGE Executable Directory Name
Maya
Solaris x86 (32-bit)
sol-x86
No
Solaris x86 (64-bit)
sol-amd64
No
Solaris SPARC
sol-sparc64
No
Linux (32-bit)
ln24-x86
Yes
Linux (64-bit)
ln24-amd64
Yes
MacOS X Intel
darwin-x86
Yes
MacOS X PPC.
darwin-ppc
Yes
Table 2-2. Valid Maya Architectures in Digital Production Arts.
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The environment variable values will depend on the shell that the user
employs and the architecture of the user’s current machine. To display the
current shell, the user would issue the following command:
echo $SHELL
To display the current command path, the following is issued:
echo $PATH

For the Bourne shell and the Bourne-Again shell (/bin/bash), SGE_ROOT is set by
issuing the following commands, one per line:
export SGE_ROOT=/pub/sge
export PATH=” $SGE_ROOT/bin/<arch>:`echo $PATH`
Setting the variables for the C Shell and the TENEX C Shell are performed with
the commands:
setenv SGE_ROOT /pub/sge
set path = ($SGE_ROOT/bin/<arch> $path)
The SGE installation includes the files settings.sh and settings.csh, which will be
discussed later, for each shell which will automatically configure these variables.

2.4.1 SGE Server Queues
Once the environment is properly configured, the next bit of information to
obtain is the queue structure on the SGE master. To list all available execution
queues that the SGE master has configured, the user should enter the
command:
qconf -sql
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Once we have the list of queues, we can show how the queue is configured with
the following command, where <queue> is the name of the desired queue:
qconf -sq <queue>
If the system administrator has adhered to the general guidelines from the SGE
documentation, all queue names will end in .q. If cells are configured, each
member of the execution queue for those cells will be composed in a logical
sense; for example, no queues or cells should contain mixed CPU architectures.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, DPA execution cells are configured
intuitively by machine name. For example, the frog machines belong to the cells
all.q and frog.q, the render machines belong to all.q and render.q, etc.

2.4.2 SGE Job Scheduling
Jobs are scheduled in SGE according to several priorities: Functional,
Share-Based, Urgency, and Over-Ride. These priorities are defined in the SGE
documentation on the Sun Microsystems web site. Job priority can range from 1024 to 1023, where 1023 is the highest, and can be modified by the
administrator in a request definitions file named
$SGE_ROOT/default/common/sge_request
If cells configured in the SGE environment, associated configuration files will be
located under
$SGE_ROOT/<queue>/common/sge_request
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A user can customize requests by creating a .sge_request file in his home
directory.
By default, all jobs are spooled and sent to the queues using the FIFO
(First-In, First-Out) method since all job priorities will be the same (the DPA
configuration uses this behavior). The system administrator can specify the
relative importance of the three priority types that control the sorting order of
jobs: Priority, Urgency, and Ticket. The SGE documentation defines these
policies as:



Priority – Also called POSIX priority. The -p option of the qsub command
specifies site-specific priority policies.



Urgency Policy – Jobs can have an urgency value that determines their relative
importance. Pending jobs are sorted according to their urgency value.



Ticket Policy – Jobs are always treated according to their relative importance as
defined by the number of tickets that the jobs have. Pending jobs are sorted in
ticket order.

For example, if the administrator specifies Priority as 1, Urgency as 0.1, and
Ticket as 0.01, job priority that is specified by the qsub -p command is given the
most weight, job priority specified by the Urgency Policy is considered next, and
job priority that is specified by the Ticket Policy is given the least weight. The
following formula is used to determine priority:
Job priority = Urgency * normalized urgency value +
Ticket * normalized ticket value +
Priority * normalized priority value
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2.4.3 SGE Resource Monitoring
Monitoring jobs be accomplished via the command line or by the qmon
graphical interface. Since this process is the same for administrators and endusers, more information will be provided in the next chapter. Once this
information is provided, the overview for the administrative considerations for
SGE will be complete. The following chapter also provides the remaining user
considerations to complete the presentation of a non-interactive rendering
environment.
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Chapter 3
Sun Grid Engine User Environment

This chapter supplements the information provided in Chapter 2, which
provides an overview of the SGE administrative environment. This chapter
provides users with information on how to perform a non-interactive rendering
using SGE and concentrates more specifically on the user environment. Each
potential job, however, will have characteristics that may require slightly different
considerations from those presented here, but the information provided can be
used as a template for DPA students. Note that the information in this chapter
assumes that the Maya scenes to be rendered are complete and the desired
rendering options are fully specified either within the file or in the options
provided to the submission script.

3.1 Submitting Maya Render Jobs
In order to successfully submit a rending job, users must first configure the
Maya scenes as they wish to have them rendered, obtain the proper SGE
installation directory, configure their environment for proper SGE functionality,
know the location of the submission scripts, where submissions can happen, and
be able to monitor and troubleshoot jobs. The rest of Chapter Three covers this
information.
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3.1.1 Configuring the User Environment
To automate the process of setting up the SGE environment variables
required (SGE_ROOT and PATH for BASH or path for TCSH), users can modify
the appropriate shell configuration file. Each of these files is located in the user's
home directory and will be processed upon login, depending on which shell is
specified. For the TENEX C-Shell, the following lines can be added with a text
editor of choice:
source /pub/sge/default/common/setting.csh
To update the profile for the Bourne-Again Shell, the following lines should be
added to .basrc:
. /pub/sge/default/common/settings.sh

These files, provided to help streamline the SGE user execution environment,
configure the proper setting of PATH, SGE_ROOT, MANPATH, and ARCH. The
settings.sh for the Bourne and Bourne-Again shells for SGE 6.2 is as follows:

SGE_ROOT=/pub/sge; export SGE_ROOT
ARCH=`$SGE_ROOT/util/arch`
DEFAULTMANPATH=`$SGE_ROOT/util/arch -m`
MANTYPE=`$SGE_ROOT/util/arch -mt`
SGE_CELL=default; export SGE_CELL
SGE_CLUSTER_NAME=cs_sge; export SGE_CLUSTER_NAME
unset SGE_QMASTER_PORT
unset SGE_EXECD_PORT
if [ "$MANPATH" = "" ]; then
MANPATH=$DEFAULTMANPATH
fi
MANPATH=$SGE_ROOT/$MANTYPE:$MANPATH; export MANPATH
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PATH=$SGE_ROOT/bin/$ARCH:$PATH; export PATH
# library path setting required only for architectures where RUNPATH is not supported
case $ARCH in
sol*|lx*|hp11-64)
;;
*)
shlib_path_name=`$SGE_ROOT/util/arch -lib`
old_value=`eval echo '$'$shlib_path_name`
if [ x$old_value = x ]; then
eval $shlib_path_name=$SGE_ROOT/lib/$ARCH
else
eval $shlib_path_name=$SGE_ROOT/lib/$ARCH:$old_value
fi
export $shlib_path_name
unset shlib_path_name old_value
;;
esac
unset ARCH DEFAULTMANPATH MANTYPE

3.1.2 Notable Grid Engine Commands
Users may find the commands listed in Table 3-1 particularly helpful:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

qalter – Modify a pending batch job.
qhost – Show the status of hosts, queues, and jobs.
qlogin – Submit an interactive login session.
qrsh – Submit an interactive rsh session.
qsub – Submit Jobs
qstat – Check the status of a job queue.
qtcsh – Launch an interactive command interpreter as well as for the processing of
tcsh shell scripts.

Table 3-1. Commonly Used SGE User Commands.

3.1.3 Other Sun Grid Engine Setup Considerations
In order to achieve true automation with SGE, the user should have a
basic knowledge of the desired render command options. One key option in an
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SGE environment is the –log designation. Since the execution of the rendering
occurs on remote machines, this option is extremely useful in cases where
problems may occur. Before setting this option, the user should ensure that the
directory where the log will be written has the proper permissions and that the
filename relates to either the job or the project name.
Another requirement for the user is a basic knowledge of creating a simple
batch file or a shell script, depending on the chosen computer platform. Batch
files are text files on Windows platforms that contain a list of DOS or Windows
NT (for modern OS’s) that will be executed by an interpreter. DOS and other
compatible environments traditionally were interpreted by COMMAND.COM,
where as modern Windows OS’s use the CMD.EXE interpreter. Normal
conventions warrant that batch files have a “.bat” or “.cmd” extension.
Shell scripts for UNIX and its variants, on the other hand, are much like
batch files with the exception of command formatting and the fact that the
interpreters have a command line interface (evident when a terminal is launched
or a command line login is initiated). The first line of shell scripts begin with the
choice of interpreters and have to be preceded by the characters “#!”
Immediately following is the full path to the chosen interpreter, such as /bin/tcsh
for the TENEX C Shell or /bin/bash for the Bourne-Again Shell. If not specified,
then the commands will be executed by what is designated in the systems
/etc/password, which is a simple database for all users. For example if I wanted
to render a scene with three cameras, the batch commands may be as follows:
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C:\Progra~1\Maya\bin\render -s 1 -e 60 –cam caera1 -im scene01 scene01.mb
C:\Progra~1\Maya\bin\render -s 60 -e 120 –cam caera2 -im scene01 scene01.mb
C:\Progra~1\Maya\bin\render -s 121 -e 180 –cam caera3 -im scene01 scene01.mb

For a BASH script, would appear as
#!/bin/bash
/usr/local/bin/Render -s 1 -e 60 -cam camera1 -im scene01 scene01.mb
/usr/local/bin/Render -s 61 -e 120 -cam camera2 -im scene01 scene01.mb
/usr/local/bin/Render -s 121 -e 180 -cam camera3 -im scene01 scene01.mb

SGE prologue and epilogue scripts may be needed in special situations.
Prologue scripts perform tasks before a job is run and epilogue scripts are
executed after. An SGE queue can be modified to process these queues at
creation or at any subsequent time thereafter. A good example of the need for a
prologue script in DPA is one that would confirm that certain licenses are
available before submitting a render. A good use of an epilogue script would be
one that parses the outcome of a render job for failed frames and automatically
resubmits the appropriate render command. Unfortunately, these scripts are at
the discretion of the system administrators and would have to be tested and
deployed with root or administrative permissions.

3.2 Rendering in the Grid Engine Environment
In order to understand how Maya rendering works in the SGE
environment, users must first understand the basics of an SGE array job. SGE
array jobs are ones that contain parameterized and repeated execution of a set
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of commands or operations that is referenced through an index number. In the
case of Maya, the render command will be executed repeatedly with the same
options except the frame number. To take advantage of this array job
characteristic, the array index number can be passed from SGE to the Maya
render command as the frame number option, which is evident in the SGE render
script.
Once the SGE environment has been properly established, the next bit of
information needed is a list of machines that can act as submit hosts for
launching jobs. By default, the SGE master server is a submit host, but if proper
multi-user protocol is desired, users will not have direct access to a machine with
any critical administrative roles. A nice quality of SGE is that it allows for any
machine to be configured as a submit host, as long as it is configured as an
administrative host on the SGE master server. If the submit hosts are unknown,
users can obtain a list by typing the command qconf –ss. Further, execution hosts
can be displayed by typing qconf –sel. When run in the DPA department, the
results of the commands are the same, indicating that each execution host in the
DPA environment is also configured as a submit hosts. Since the rendering
script is available on each of these machines via NFS, a DPA student has the
convenience of submitting from the same workstations they use to build Maya
scenes.
After the submit hosts are determined, a script is needed to pass the job to
the SGE environment. To streamline the process, a submission script named
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render.sge is available in the /DPA/projects directory. In order to generate or
modify such a script, the user should be familiar with the qsub options, which can
be passed from within the script on lines that start with “#$,” or from the command
line. Some options that may be beneficial in the DPA environment are shown in
Table 3-2.

Common Qsub Options
-A userid

Run as another user

-cwd

Execute the job from the current working
directory
Specify whether error streams are merged into
the job output stream

-j y[es]|n[o]
-l resource_request

Run the job on execution hosts whose resources
match this request

-N name

Assign name to job

-o path_to_file
-q queue_name

Direct the output stream of a job to a file
Assign job to a particular queue

-r y[es]|n[o]

Automatically rerun job in the case of an
inconsistent exit state

-S shell
-t min-max

Specify the interpreting shell for the job
Process the job as an array job –a job of
identical tasks that is differentiated only by its
index number

-V

Export the environment variables active in the
qsub utility into the job

Table 3-2. Commonly-Used qsub Options.

In the render.sge script, the following lines establish the default qsub options:
#$ -o /dev/null
#$ -j y
#$ -S /bin/bash
#$ -l arch="lx*-amd64"
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These lines tell the qsub utility to suppress the output stream of the job (-o),
merge the error stream with the output stream (-j), use the BASH interpreter (-S),
and match the job to the Linux machines running a 64-bit environment (-l). The
following lines map the job array index in SGE syntax to a frame number that the
Maya render command expects.
frame=$SGE_TASK_ID
case "$1" in
-[0-9]*) let frame=$frame$1; shift;;
esac
nice -n 15 /usr/autodesk/maya2008-x64/bin/Render -n 1 -s $frame -e $frame "$@"

The last line runs the render command with a nice value of 15. The nice
command functions just like the SGE priority for jobs mentioned in Chapter 2.
Commands with higher nice values run with lower CPU scheduling priorities.
The $@ is important because it picks up the remaining options that are needed
for the Maya render command.
To render the first camera sequence of a Maya scene named “The
Watcher,” a single SGE job submission is needed. This sequence includes the
first 246 frames, which are rendered from Camera 1’s perspective; therefore, the
job will be an array task indexed from 1 to 256. The command needed to perform
this task is listed below. No other Maya options are considered with this
command.

Qsub –t 1-246 /DPA/project/render.sge /home/wr/thesis/Watcher/maya/scene01.mb
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3.2.1 SGE Server Resource Monitoring
Jobs can be monitored with the command qconf -tsm. At the completion of
this command, SGE will create a run log file named
$SGE_ROOT/<queue>/common/schedd_runlog.
This file will provide status information for all completed jobs, which example
content similar to the lines below.
Thu Mar 12 08:55:48 2009|-------------START-SCHEDULER-RUN------------Thu Mar 12 08:55:48 2009|queues dropped because they are temporarily not available:
all.q@render1.cs.clemson.edu all.q@phong3.cs.clemson.edu
all.q@gaze.cs.clemson.edu all.q@eye2.cs.clemson.edu all.q@render3.cs.clemson.edu
all.q@render4.cs.clemson.edu all.q@eye3.cs.clemson.edu
all.q@madprof.cs.clemson.edu all.q@sith.cs.clemson.edu all.q@vector8.cs.clemson.edu
Thu Mar 12 08:55:34 2009|queues dropped because they are temporarily not available:
all.q@eye1.cs.clemson.edu
Thu Mar 12 08:55:34 2009|no pending jobs to perform scheduling on
Thu Mar 12 08:55:34 2009|Job 280 Job is in error state
Thu Mar 12 08:55:34 2009|jobs dropped because of error state: 280 223 166 281 396
397 398 399
Thu Mar 12 08:55:34 2009|(Collecting of scheduler job information is turned off)
Thu Mar 12 08:55:34 2009|--------------STOP-SCHEDULER-RUN-------------

Users may also monitor the status of jobs from the command line with the
qstat command and can place default private options in the file $HOME/.sge_qstat;
the command line options override the flags contained in the file. Some useful
options appear in Table 2-4; the manual page for qstat provides additional details.
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qstat
-explain a|A|c|E

-ext
-f
-F [ resource_name,... ]

-g {c|d|t}[+]
-j [job_list]
-pri
-r
-urg

c: Displays the reason for the ambiguous configuration state of a queue
instance.
a: Shows the reason for the alarm state.
A: Shows suspend alarm state reasons.
E: Displays the reason for a queue instance error state.
Displays additional information for each job related to the job ticket policy
scheme.
Specifies a "full" format display of information.
As in the case of –f, displays information on all jobs as well as queues. In
addition, qstat will present a detailed listing of the current resource availability
per queue with respect to all resources (if the option argument is omitted) or
with respect to those resources contained in the resource_name list.
Allows for controlled grouping of displayed objects.
Prints various information either for all pending jobs or the jobs contained in
job_list. The job_list can contain job_ids, job_names, or patterns.
Displays additional information for each job related the job priorities in general.
Prints extended information about the resource requirements of displayed jobs.
Displays additional information for each job related to the job urgency policy
scheme.

Table 3-3. Useful qstat Options.

Another job monitoring method is e-mail notification, which is set with the
qsub -m command. E-mail can be sent once the job is submitted, is running, or is
complete, regardless of success. The -m qsub command option is not
recommended in this environment since the goal is to have minimum user
interaction. Since Maya jobs are array jobs, defined in Section 3.2, employing
the -m option would generate a mail message for each index of the array.
Once all appropriate system-wide SGE configurations are known, the user
can submit rendering jobs with a single command. There are other non-SGE
considerations, however, that will be presented in the next chapter that users
must plan for in order to keep the process simple. As a demonstration of this
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simplicity, a short movie entitled “The Watcher” is rendered in the DPA
environment using a couple of the traditional methods, and one method
rendering with SGE.
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Chapter 4
“The Watcher”

4.1 Background
“The Watcher” is a short animation that will be used to help demonstrate
the capability of Sun Grid. This chapter will take a look at the creative influences
of “The Watcher,” the complete vision, and the approach used to prepare it for
single-command SGE rendering. The goal of discussing specific elements of
this project is not to justify it for SGE; in this environment, any job regardless of
resource demand is appropriate. The goal is to demonstrate that even with the
current disparate DPA architecture, production-quality work can be achieved with
only an investment of time.

4.1.1 “The Watcher” Synopsis
The primary concept for “The Watcher” was inspired by from a viewing of
the painting “Watchers in the Night” by Thomas Blackshear II. In reference to
this work, Blackshear stated:
I hope you are reminded each time you look at this painting, that no matter what
you are going through as God's child, there are angels under the Lord's command
[Blackshear]
who are close by and ready to assist you
.
Working from this statement, “The Watcher” is to provide a creative backdrop of
an angel's effort to keep that command.
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Figure 4-1. “Watchers in the Night,” 2001, Thomas Blackshear II.

The story concept opens with a man stepping onto a rooftop on a moonlit
night. Haunted by visions of a child in distress, he approaches the ledge of a
skyscraper and jumps off. The curiosity of the viewer grows as images of
clothing fly by while the camera mirrors this mysterious person’s fall. Once on
the ground, the camera zooms out to reveal that the man is actually a guardian
angel who senses that he is needed. The angel then springs into the air in an
attempt to bring order and peace to a child in need. His journey, however, is
interrupted abruptly by a punch from the cause of the unrest: a not-so-friendly
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dark angel intent on keeping the child subject to his nightmares. The angel
recovers from the punch and rushes to the child’s bedroom where the dark angel
has already established a defensive position. Seeing the child still tormented
with bad dreams, the angel prepares himself for battle and charges the dark
angel. After a brief skirmish, the good angel emerges victorious and wraps a
wing around the child’s bed, vigilantly awaiting the return of any negative forces.

4.1.2 Influence of “The Crow”
One of the movies that most influenced this project was “The Crow,”
[Crow]

directed by Alex Proyas and starring Brandon Lee from 1994

. The tagline

on the movie poster was “Believe in Angels.” Although dark undertones of
revenge and murder are associated with the hero in this movie, they are
balanced by just as many positive ones such as love, redemption, and honor.
Unlike the theme of “The Crow,” which does not re-enforce most of the positive
aspects of the story until after the climax, “The Watcher” provides a constant
reminder of a positive theme, such as the presence of the moon and its light.
Another positive reminder, the angel, takes over when the moon is no longer
visible.
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Figure 4-2. “The Crow” Lighting Style.
Another influence taken from “The Crow” was the film-noir lighting style,
as demonstrated in Figure 4-2. In the poster, a key light is situated to the rear of
the main character and a fill light or reflector is positioned in the front. Even
though traditional lighting methods are used in “The Watcher” for early scenes,
low-key lighting is a more appropriate backdrop for the child’s bedroom. Further,
the final scene employs low-key lighting that attempts to add an element of fear
and the unknown with the use of large, overwhelming shadows. This tone also
serves to deepen the sense of dread that one would feel trying to relate to the
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child’s perspective. The goal of this style of lighting also helps create a sense of
isolation for the viewer, thus further deepening the sympathy for the child.
The lighting in the final scene of “The Watcher’s” can be used to
demonstrate the resource management capabilities of SGE. One primary
element to consider is the skin of the characters, which was designed to refract
light much like human skin. Another good testing element is the fog present in
the spotlights. Even though the default Maya renderer will be used, the lighting
required for the scenes will place a significant load on the resources SGE
provides.

4.1.3 The Paradox of Angels and Its Influence on “The Watcher”

Figure 4-3. Lucifer (Satan) as a Cherub.
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The primary influence regarding the angels’ appearance was taken from
[Bible]

the Christian Bible

. Most people think that the angel Lucifer, or the Devil,

has horns on his head, pointed ears, and a pointed tail; however, the Bible states
[Devil]

that Lucifer was the most beautiful and highest ranking of all the angels

.

After he decided to challenge the authority of God and was cast out of Heaven,
his appearance and those of his followers, who became known as demons, did
not change. Those demons are still angels and the only change they exhibited
was found in their intentions. In “The Watcher,” minor physical representations
made to the dark angel signify his intentions, including the dark coloration of his
eyes, jeans, wings and “Chaos” belt buckle. The Bible describes the Cherubim
class of angels in a way that most people would associate more with evil, but this
description was not chosen for the dark angel in an effort to reference the original
nature of all angels.
The appearance of the good angel, which mirrors the appearance of his
enemy, is also adjusted from what the Bible characterizes. The description that
serves as the basis for the appearance of both angels in “The Watcher” is more
akin to how the Bible describes Seraphim, the highest ranking class of angels.
The key trait of Seraphim is their three sets of wings; however, angels in the
animations were given only one. Every other feature is that of a typical person.
In regards to testing the resource management under SGE, the only
consideration in regards to appearance that should be noted is polygon count.
Though a closer interpretation of the physical complexity of the Seraphim would
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certainly help in assessing performance, smoothing all surfaces to increase the
polygon count is just as effective, not to mention adding to the realism of the
scenes. The count that could prove most effective, however, may be pixel count
since rendering in high-definition can tax even the best of resources.

4.2 Rendering “The Watcher”
In order to provide a good perspective on the amount of effort that is
required using manual resource management without an environment such as
Grid Engine, two simple BASH scripts were written to render the scenes from
“The Watcher” and to provide a basis for comparison with SGE. Conclusions for
these comparisons are covered in Sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3, and 4.2.4. Render
options were properly set via the Maya graphical interface (a necessary
verification process, regardless of rendering environment). Since the intent of
this project was to place a noticeable load on the rendering environment, “The
Watcher” was rendered using 1080p High-Definition format. Other rendering
options for Maya Software and settings that affect resource load include Quality
(Production Quality) and Edge Anti-aliasing (Production Quality).

4.2.1 Universal Maya Rendering Considerations
Some considerations that must be determined regardless of environment
concern the set of Maya options that can be passed directly to the Maya render
command. Notable options that most users would normally consider are shown
in Table 4-1.
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Maya Option
Filename prefix
Frame/animation extension
Image format

“The Watcher” Setting
scene01, scene02, scene03, scene04
tga
TARGA

End frame

Dependent on camera, scene.

Camera

Dependent on scene sequence.

Image Size

1080p (1920 x 1080)

Table 4-1. Render Options for “The Watcher.”

4.2.2 Serial Processing Rendering Script
The first BASH script executes each render command sequentially and
measures the amount of time to render “The Watcher.” Similar to most rendering
environments, the script is not designed to make resource management a major
point of emphasis. The script passes the Maya option (-n 0) to consume as many
CPUs and memory as needed for this single-machine test. However, to attain
the best time benefit possible, it used the most robust machine available: a dual
socket (2 CPU), dual-core AMD workstation with 16 Gigabytes of memory. This
computer is designed to be a computational workhorse, making it an ideal
candidate for this type of script as the total rendering time can be reduced to a
matter of hours, not days. The script, as shown in figure 4-4, renders the movie
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by scene or by camera cut, with the amount of time required shown in Table 4-2.
To help with troubleshooting, each command is logged to a file with a name
corresponding to the scene.

Figure 4-4. Serial Processing Render Script.
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Time To Render on a Single WorkStation
scene01 – Part 1

(Four 2.4 GHz CPUs, 16 Gigabytes RAM)
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:39:37
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:16:58
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:40:18
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
01:53:16
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
0:24:15
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:18:21
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:08:50
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:10:08
Total Elapsed Time For All Maya Scenes:
04:31:43
Average Time per Scene: 00: 33:57.875

scene01 – Part 2
scene02
scene03
scene04 – Part 1
scene04 – Part2
scene04 – Part 3
scene04 – Part 4

Table 4-2. Serially Processed Render Times for “The Watcher.”

4.2.3 Parallel Rendering Script
In order to make more efficient use of available resources and reduce total
time required, the next logical step a user might take is to parallelize the
rendering script to run on several machines simultaneously. The second
rendering script uses this approach, with rendering strategically split to match the
Maya scenes. Like the first script, no consideration is given to resource
management, other than matching the number of scenes and camera cuts to the
number of desired processor cores. Also like the first script, exclusive use of
these resources during rendering could not be guaranteed, which may have
affected performance. If a true sense of total time is desired, then other factors
that should be added are the amount of time required to test and refine the script,
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assess available resources, determine machines with the optimum resources, set
up password-less access to resources to render non-interactively, as well as
account for any delays caused by load from other users. The script, displayed in
Figure 4-5, launches the rendering tasks as background processes (designated
by an “&” at the end of a command) on each rendering machine so that all
processes run simultaneously. Render times, displayed in Table 4-3, are
concurrent based on camera cuts. Each scene differs in terms complexity, but
they can be further divided into more parallel tasks in order to reduce total
rendering.

Figure 4-5. Parallel Rendering Script.
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Time to Render on Distributed Execution
Nodes
scene01 - Part 1

(Eighteen Total Processors, 18 Gigabytes
RAM)
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
01:22:53
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:28:46
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
01:07:40
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
01:05:21
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:26:43
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:21:04
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:10:19
Total Elapsed Time For Maya (hh:mm:ss):
00:20:47
Longest Scene Render: 01:22:53

scene01 - Part 2
scene02
scene03
scene04 - Part 1
scene04 - Part 2
scene04 – Part 3
scene04 – Part 4

Table 4-3. Concurrently Processed Render Time for “The Watcher.”

4.2.4 Sun Grid Engine Rendering Script
As mentioned previously, the default Maya rendering script is
/DPA/projects/render.sge. The key qsub option contained in this file is –o and its
presence means that the default job status output to a file will be over-ridden. In
conjunction with the presence of -o, the absence of the -m option means that no
mail will be sent. If this script is used and job errors occur, errors may not be
reported unless the command “qstat –j <jobid>” is issued at the appropriate time.
Despite the lack of reporting, the file /pub/sge/default/spool/qmaster/messages,
however, will contain information on all jobs and queues. This file can be quite
large, though the use of specific information, such as the job ID, can help parse it
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quickly. In spite of the notification shortcomings mostly due to SGE, render.sge
should be used as the preferred script for submitting render jobs.
Another script provided by the system administrator is /DPA/projects/renderdebug.sge. In this file, the -o option is omitted and the default SGE reporting
method of writing diagnostic output to files will be used. The drawback of this
method is that a single file will be used for each execution host needed and will
be named according to the job name, job ID, and node rank of the execution
host. If the job utilizes hundreds of execution hosts, then hundreds of files may
require scanning for potential rendering problems; however, this script can be a
good method to test a few frames of a scene for problems before using
render.sge.
The email option for qsub is similar to the default job output behavior,
except that it generates an email containing the job information for each
execution host instead of writing the status to a file. In an environment with many
users, each with multiple scenes that demand a lot of execution hosts, the
number of messages could be disastrous for the mail server and users anxious
for output from jobs. Once again, this option can also be used to effectively test
a few frames before switching to the render.sge script.
To render “The Watcher,” each scene and sub-scene was test rendered
with both options described above. Using these testing methods, several issues
were discovered and resolved before attempting to complete the final rendering.
To create the final SGE script, each render command from the parallel script was
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replaced with the appropriate qsub command. In essence, the final script, as
referenced in Figure 4-6, called the SGE submission script for each scene and
camera cut from “The Watcher,” and provided the ability to render the movie noninteractively.

Figure 4-6. SGE Submission Script for “The Watcher.”
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Unfortunately for the purpose of rendering “The Watcher,” the SGE
performance has to be measured in an indirect way due to SGE’s reporting
insufficiencies. For detailed resource accounting, SGE’s Accounting and
Reporting Console (ARCo) must be installed. In absence of this console, several
other methods can provide general time estimates for the time SGE required to
render “The Watcher,” one of which is timestamps. Figure 4-12 shows
information pertaining to the last render jobs for the animation, which can be
used to obtain file creation times. One of the functions of the DPA command
prompt is to list the time of execution, so from the prompt (Figure 4-7), we can
obtain the start time. Using these two timestamps, the total render time can be
computed.

Figure 4-7. “The Watcher” Job submit Time.
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SGE Rendering Script
SGE Start Time

17:43

Last Frame Creation Time

18:06

Total Render Time

00:35

Table 4-4. Total Rendering Time for “The Watcher” Using SGE.

Table 4-4 shows the total time required to complete rendering “The
Watcher” using SGE, which was twenty-three minutes. Table 4-5 provides a
summary of the improvement for the three rendering methods; however, the
statistics provided do not include scene preparation time, test rendering, or
manual resource management that should be added to the serial and parallel
methods.

Process

Time

Improvement over Serial

Improvement Over Parallel

Serial

4.53 Hours

N/A

N/A

Parallel

1.33 Hours

341%

N/A

SGE

0.58 Hours

781%

229%

Table 4-5. Process Improvement Comparison.
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4.2.5 Monitoring Sun Grid Engine Jobs from the Command Line
Once the jobs have been submitted for “The Watcher,” they can be
monitored from the command line using two options of qstat: -f and -j. The -f
option gives an overview of all jobs currently running on all executions hosts.
The –j option displays job-specific information while the job is active. Once the
job has completed, the user will know the results, based on an email, the
diagnostic output files in their home directory, or the scene files located under the
directory specified with the qsub command, depending on the options specified in
the submission script.
When lines similar to those in Figure 4-8 are present in the qstat –j output,
the job is actively running on the execution hosts and the user will be able to see
what resources the job demands, though specific machine names are not
provided. Zeros in the output indicate that either the job is still pending or has
completed on the assigned execution host. The total number of usage lines will
correspond to the total number of execution nodes.
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Figure 4-8. Execution Node Resource Usage.
Running qstat on a completed job will result in the system message shown if
Figure 4-8; however, the “Following jobs do not exist” message does not
adequately indicate the run status of the job and could be improved upon in
future releases of SGE.

Figure 4-9. Non-Existent Job Error Message.

4.2.6 Job Submission and Monitoring with qmon Graphical User Interface
SGE also contains a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that can be used to
submit and monitor jobs. Though more interactive than preparing a script, the
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GUI is much easier to use once all jobs have been submitted. To invoke this
interface, the user would type qmon and the window in Figure 4-10 would appear.

Figure 4-10. QMON Main Control Panel.

Scrolling the mouse over the GUI buttons displays small windows that describe
the buttons’ functions. The pertinent buttons for users are the top left (Job
Control); top, third from left (Submit); and bottom, first from right (Exit). The other
buttons are associated with Administrator or Power User functions and most
users will not have the proper privileges to use them.
To submit a job from the GUI, the Submit Job Button will open the window
in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11. QMON Job Submission Panel.

Using the qmon GUI to render “The Watcher” requires that all of the
necessary Maya options for each scene or cut be entered into the appropriate
fields. If the user is not comfortable with scripting, this process may be the
preferred method of job submission.
To monitor jobs, the user must press the Job Control button, which
displays the window in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12. SGE Job Monitoring Panels.

The three top tabs describe the possible job states. Clicking one of these tabs
will display all the jobs for the user in the state that matches the tab’s title. When
many jobs exist for a particular user, this method is best suited to monitor them
because it organizes all of the information.
Once the scenes have been rendered, the only remaining task is to verify
them with either Maya’s “fcheck” utility or another suitable method. If the proper
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attention was given to the render options, the scenes need only to be converted
to a more suitable viewing format or be further post-processed.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions

The goal for implementing Sun Grid Engine in the DPA environment was
to make single-command rendering possible. The presence of SGE, or any other
resource manager, does not eliminate the diligence required to prepare scenes
for rendering; it does, however, allow users to budget more time for these tasks.
Even though the scope of producing “The Watcher” did not cover storyboarding,
modeling, or texturing, having SGE made it possible to prolong those tasks much
later in the timeline because rendering required less time. The true success of
the implementation of SGE can be directly correlated to the amount of attention it
requires during production. If the task of rendering becomes an afterthought for
users, then SGE has fulfilled its ultimate purpose. Keep in mind, however, other
benefits of SGE exist as well.
The most obvious benefit of SGE for DPA is that no additional hardware or
monetary investment is required. With the industry’s move to digital media and
high-definition formats, the demand on resources will increase exponentially.
Departments with limited budgets, such as DPA, do not have to participate in
endless cycles of hardware upgrades to stay up-to-date. The aggregate power
of current resources, managed by SGE, will be enough to satisfy those demands
for the immediate future.
SGE also provides additional benefits for compute-intensive scenes that
require reworking. Indeed, reworking a scene hundreds of times before the final
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is approved is a common occurrence in animation production. SGE makes it
possible in the DPA environment to make many changes to the same scene file
and submit each change simultaneously for rendering. Each change can then be
viewed side-by-side while it is determined which changes were desirable.
Future opportunities for using SGE as a rendering solution are as endless as the
usage for the Maya renderer or any other rendering software. With the SGE
capability of job linking, multi-pass or multi-software rendering can be performed
with a single command. A number of SGE add-ons can further enhance the
rendering environment, such as a software license manager integrator or a portal
front-end for secure access. With community-driven development, support, and
stability, SGE has the capability to generate an exponential return on time
investment.
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